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Threshold to Independence: The Principles and Legislation
Behind Chartered Machinery and Congress Remarks

Kadin Mikhail

Abstract—This paper explores the principles and legislation behind chartered
machinery and Congress remarks as a means to achieve the threshold to
independence. The concept of chartered machinery refers to the delegation
of authority by Congress to independent regulatory bodies to oversee
specific industries or sectors, while Congress remarks are statements made
by lawmakers that provide guidance and direction to these regulatory
bodies. The paper examines the historical context and evolution of these
concepts, including the role of the Administrative Procedure Act and the
impact of Supreme Court decisions. Additionally, the paper analyzes the
principles underlying independent regulatory bodies, such as accountability,
transparency, and expertise, and how these principles are reflected in the
legislation that establishes them. The paper concludes by discussing the
potential benefits and drawbacks of chartered machinery and Congress
remarks, as well as future directions for research in this area. Overall,
this paper contributes to a deeper understanding of how the principles and
legislation behind chartered machinery and Congress remarks can promote
the threshold to independence and effective regulation.
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